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Abstract. A large-eddy simulation (LES) model for oceanic boundary layers
(OBLs) is developed that includes inﬂuences of surface waves for the special
situation of wind-wave equilibrium. The wave processesincluded are conservative
wave-current interactions (vortex force and material advection by Stokes drift),
derivedfrom an asymptotictheory,andnon-conservativeimpactsofwavebreaking,
modeledas compactstochasticimpulses. Theseinﬂuencesare evaluated separately
and in combination, and are compared to results from uniform (constant) stress-
driven boundary layers. Results show that surface waves can enhance oceanic
mixing over a signiﬁcantfraction of themixed-layerdepthand thecombinedaction
of Stokesdrift and intermittent wave breaking generates the greatest mixing. Their
combined effect is to generate a newly identiﬁed coherent structure (in addition
to the familiar Langmuir circulation due to the vortex force), a downwelling jet
that efﬁciently transports momentum and scalars over the depth of the OBL. A
crucial input to these simulations is the probability density function of breaker
phase speeds, p[c], and hence there is a critical need to better understand and
parameterize the distribution of breaking waves at the sea surface under high wind
conditions.
Introduction
In high-wind conditions the sea surface is a mosaic of
interacting dynamic and thermodynamic processes. Spray,
bubbles, sea-surface heterogeneities, and waves are just a
fewof theinterfacialprocessescouplingtheatmosphericand
oceanic boundary layers over a broad spectrum of temporal
and spatial scales. The development and evolution of tropi-
cal cyclones [Emanuel, 2004] is a vivid example of the cou-
plingsbetweensmall-scaleprocessesintheplanetarybound-
ary layersand large-scaledynamics. On thewater sideof the
air-sea interface oceanicmixing is poweredby complex sur-
face dynamics(see Figure 1) featuring turbulent wind gusts,
highly intermittent breaking waves, and wave-current inter-
actions due to the Lagrangian mean wave current, Stokes
drift (i.e., Langmuir circulations). For winds exceeding
moderate strength (6-8 m s−1), momentum and energy is
thought to be transferred to the water primarily through the
wave ﬁeld [Donelan, 1998, 2001], and wave transfer effects
may well be signiﬁcant at lower winds, though harder to de-
tect. Hence wave dynamics, not viscous and diffusive pro-
cesses, can determine the surface boundary ﬂuxes of mo-
mentum, energy, andscalars,andultimatelytheverticalmix-
ing of the oceanic boundary layer (OBL). The considerable
complexity exhibited in Figure 1 is replaced, by conven-
tion and presumednecessity, in most 1-D oceanicboundary-
layer models by a mean stress-driven layer that ignores
wave-current interactions and collapses intermittent turbu-
lence and wave breaking processes into ensemble averages
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[Craig,1996;CraigandBanner, 1994;KanthaandClayson,
2004]. Thepresentmodelinginvestigationattemptstogobe-
yondtheensembleviewbyexamining the impactof twopar-
ticular wave processes, viz., wave-current interactions from
Stokes drift and transient wave breaking, on oceanic mixing
using turbulence resolving large-eddy simulation (LES) of
the OBL. However, given the ﬂow complexity this can only
be done in highly idealizedways.
The LES model we use is a conventional one [Moeng,
1984] except for the representation of surface-wave effects:
it is based on the incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations
under a Boussinesq approximation with a ﬂat top surface
(mean sea level) and a subgrid-scale parameterization by
single-point,second-momentturbulentkineticenergy(TKE)
closure. The addedwave effects are the vortex force and La-
grangian mean advection associated with Stokes drift, uSt,
and a wave-averaged increment to the pressure that arise
through conservative wave-current interaction [McWilliams
et al., 1997], as well as additional acceleration and energy
generation due to non-conservative wave breaking [Sulli-
van et al., 2004]. The governing equations for momen-
tum, subgrid-scaleTKE, anddensityincorporatingtheabove
wave inﬂuences are not repeated here but can be found in
Sullivanet al. [2005].
Wind-waveequilibrium
For modeling wave effects in the surface boundary layer,
wemustspecifyboth thewavespectrumtodetermineStokes
drift proﬁleandthedistribution(spectrum)of breakingwaves
for transfer of momentum and kinetic energy to the under-
lying water. In both cases our primary interest is the situ-
ation of wind-wave equilibrium where the wave spectrum
is fully developed and the atmospheric inputs of momen-
tum and energy ﬂux are perhaps best characterized by ob-
servations. Full development refers to an asymptotic state in
which the energy density, the peak frequency, and the shape
of the wave spectrum are not changing with time. Then
the frequency spectrum of wave heights F(f) is well de-
scribed by the empirical expression [Donelan et al., 1985;
Alves et al., 2003]
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where αw is the “Phillips constant”, g is the gravitational
acceleration, and fp is the peak in the spectrum related to a
reference atmospheric wind Ua(z =1 0m) by
fp = ν
g
Ua
,ν ≈ 0.123 . (2)
The atmospheric inputs to the ocean are most often ex-
pressedasbulkaerodynamicformulasfor thedensity-normal-
ized stress τττ and energy E ﬂuxes in the forms [Liu et al.,
1979; Terray et al., 1996]
τ =
ρa
ρo
CDU2
a and E = m(
ρo
ρa
)1/2τ3/2 , (3)
where ρa,o are reference densities of the atmosphere and
ocean, the drag coefﬁcient CD ≈ 10−3 is a function of Ua,
and the energy ﬂux constant m ≈ 3.5(see ﬁgure 8 of Terray
et al. [1996]). The water friction velocity u∗ =
√
τ.
Wave-current interactions
Wave-averaged dynamical effects on currents are the re-
sult of an asymptotic theory ﬁrst derived by Craik and Lei-
bovich [1976] and then extended by McWilliams and Re-
strepo [1999]; McWilliams et al. [2004]. These effects en-
ter into our LES model as Stokes advection in the TKE and
scalar equations and as a generalizedvortex force,
∂u u u
∂t
= ... + uSt× (fˆ z + ω ω ω) , (4)
in the resolved scale momentum equation (f is the Corio-
lis parameter and the resolved vorticity ω ω ω = ∇×u u u). The
vortex force has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the turbulent ed-
dies and their vertical ﬂuxes in the OBL through the gener-
ation of Langmuir circulations [Craik and Leibovich, 1976;
McWilliams et al., 1997]. Wave effects also appear in the
subgrid-scaleenergy (e) equation primarily as a Stokes pro-
duction term,
∂e
∂t
= ... − τij
∂uSt
i
∂xj
, (5)
i.e., subgrid-scale stresses τij working on the vertical gra-
dient of the Stokes drift. An analogous term appears in the
TKE balance for resolved scales [McWilliams et al. [1997,
equation 5.1]], and we note Stokes production has recently
been includedin some one-dimensional,Reynolds-averaged
models of the OBL, [Kantha and Clayson, 2004]. There is
an additional conservative wave-averaged effect in the re-
solved material scalar concentration (c) equation,
∂c
∂t
= ... − uSt·∇ ∇ ∇c. (6)
The vertical proﬁle of Stokes drift is thus a primary in-
put to LES with wave-averaged effects. Past LES typi-
cally estimate uSt(z) from a single monochromatic wave
[McWilliams et al., 1997; Skyllingstad and Denbo, 1995]
chosen to approximate a dominant component in the wave
spectrum. In our wind-wave equilibrium situation, we use
(1) and employ numerical quadrature to evaluate
uSt(z)=
2
g
Z ∞
0
F(σ)σ3exp
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￿
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Figure1. (leftpanel)Sea surfacebeneathhurricaneIsabeldominatedbybreakingwavesof multiplescales(courtesyP. Black)
and (right panel) foam lines tracking the formation of Langmuir circulations in the Great Salt Lake (courtesyS. Monismith).
following the procedure described by McWilliams and Re-
strepo [1999] and Kenyon [1969]. Compared to past LES
implementations, the vertical proﬁle of uSt(z) from (7) ex-
hibits a sharper near-surface gradient due to the inclusionof
high-wavenumber componentsin the wave spectrum.
Stochastic breakers
The second wave process we wish to incorporate in our
modeling, transient breaking waves, is motivated by the vi-
sual impression of the sea surface in Figure 1. We view the
waves as an intermediate reservoir that releases momentum
to the underlying water in localized intermittent impulses,
and the primary pathfrom wind drag to current generationis
through wave breaking. The momentum passed to the OBL
is then a summation of randomly occurring events in space
and time. Donelan [1998, 2001] support this view and show
that almost 100% of the momentum stored in the wave ﬁeld
leaves locally, entering the water through wave breaking.
Here, we only attempt to capture the bulk features of these
intermittent events since our target is the effects of breakers
on larger scale OBL turbulence.
Global conservation laws provide bounds on the average
amount of momentum and energy exchanged between the
atmosphere and ocean but clearly do not constrain the local
space-time ﬂux transfer from an individual breaking event.
In the open ocean wave breaking is sufﬁciently complicated
and poorly understood that we are forced to rely on a large
input of empirical information for our discrete event model-
ing. We begin by noting in wind-wave equilibrium the av-
erage momentum ﬂux into the wave ﬁeld from the wind is
balanced by the net momentum ﬂux from waves to currents.
Thus, the long-time, large-area total momentum conserva-
tion rule expressed in terms of the horizontal momentum
ﬂux, τττ, from the atmosphere over an area of surface water,
AL, and time period, TL,i s
τ τ τ = τττv +
Mb
ρoALTL
, (8)
where Mb is the total momentum contained in a ﬁeld of
resolved-scale breakers and τττv is an unresolved (or back-
ground) stress acting at the water surface. τττv accounts for
viscous stresses at low wind speeds or small scale break-
ers that fall below the mesh resolution of the LES. In (8) the
momentum suppliedto thecurrents istheintegratedeffect of
randomlyoccurring events of varying size, speed, and orien-
tation
Mb = N
Z Θ Z c
p[c,Θ]M M M(c,Θ)dcdΘ . (9)
p[c,Θ] is the probability density function (PDF) of breaker
speeds c with orientation Θ, N is the total number of break-
ersin the timeperiod TL over surface area AL, and M M M(c,Θ)
is the momentum imparted by an individual breaker. In Sul-
livan et al. [2004] we proposed a discrete model for M M M(c)
that is fully three dimensional and time varying. The ba-
sis of the model is the assumption of Froude scaling, us-
ing the linear dispersionrelationship to relate the length and
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tory measurementsof Melvilleet al. [2002]and earlier mea-
surements cited therein. Then a single wave property, viz.,
the phase speed c, is sufﬁcient to deﬁne the breaker wave-
length λ, period T, and wavenumber k. Our model is as-
sumedto be rectilinear, as a breaker evolves over its lifetime
to <t<t o +T(c) it expands horizontally in x and deepens
in z with its spanwise extent λ held ﬁxed.
Givena wind speed Ua, breaker impulse M M M, anddistribu-
tion p[c,Θ], substitution of (9) into (8) deﬁnes the average
rate of breaker creation
˙ N =
N
AL TL
, (10)
in units of m−2s−1. ˙ N directly impacts the LES. For a spe-
ciﬁc problem setup, as the solutions are stepped forward in
time, random draws from the PDF are made at a rate ˙ N so
that the long-time, large-area average momentum in the wa-
ter matches the atmospheric input.
The PDF of breaking waves
The ﬁnal piecein our modeling is the speciﬁcationof the
PDF of breaking for typical open-oceanconditions. The ini-
tial simpliﬁcationwe imposeis to ignore any angular depen-
dence so that p[c,Θ] → p[c] (also M M M(c,Θ) → M M M(c)). We
appeal to the ﬁeld measurements of Melville and Matusov
[2002], who used a novel airborne video system to measure
the kinematics of breaking over a limited set of wind speeds
and fetch. They digitized video images to obtain estimates
of Λ(c) the average length of breaking crests per unit area
traveling at velocities in the range (c,c + dc). Combining
Λ(c) with our rectilinear breaking model implies
p[c]=kp
Λ(c)
λ(c)
=
kp g
2π
Λ(c)
c2 (11)
using the linear dispersion relation. The constant kp scales
the PDF so that
R ∞
0 p[c]dc =1 . A curve ﬁt of the observa-
tions gives (see Figure 2)
p[c]=
kp g
2π
U3
a exp(−0.64c)
c2 . (12)
We note that the observations are only able to detect visi-
ble whitecaps(i.e., those where air is actively entrained dur-
ing the breaking process), and were truncated at c ≈ 1 m/s.
Hence small scale breakers and breakers without signiﬁcant
air entrainment will not be accounted for by these measure-
ments nor by the PDF. Melville and Matusov [2002] ﬁnd
that the magnitude of Λ(c) scales as U3
a in agreement with
Phillips [1985, p. 528]. However, the dynamic range of
the measurements is not sufﬁcient to capture the variation
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Figure2. Theprobabilitydensityfunctionof breakingphase
speeds p[c]. The solid line is the PDF given by (12) that is
based on the measurements of Melville and Matusov [2002]
at Ua =1 0ms −1. The dashed line is the PDF of the same
functional form but now with hard cutoff limits at the lower
and upper endpoints according to Phillips [1985].
at small and large c. The behavior of Λ(c) at its endpoints
is important as this introduces an additional wind speed de-
pendence into the measured PDF. See Phillips [1985] and
the Discussionbelow.
Illustrative results
The various pieces of our wave modeling ideas are cur-
rentlybeingimplementedandevaluated in anLESmodelfor
the OBL over a range of wind speeds. This has proven to be
an iterative task, and at the present time is not yet complete.
Here we show preliminary results using the PDF based on
the measurementsof Λ(c) shown in Figure 2. We expect the
following results to be qualitatively representative of future
more completeLES solutionsthat takeintoaccountthewind
speeddependenceof the breaker spectrum endpoints.
The suite of LES experiments compares OBL solutions
of four types: the conventional posing with uniform stress,
withoutanywaveeffects;theconventionalposingpluswave-
averaged Stokes drift terms [McWilliams et al., 1997]; a
posing with stochastic forcing representing breaking waves;
and, a posing with stochastic forcing plus Stokes drift terms
(seeTable 1 for naming and labelingconventionsused in the
ﬁgures). For this investigation we choose a reference windSURFACE WAVES AND OCEANIC MIXING 151
Table 1. Simulation properties
Name Forcing Stokes Symbol
drift line
U uniform stress No black/
no wave effects dash-dot
U+ST uniform stress Yes red solid
B 100% breaking No blue solid
B+ST 100% breaking Yes black solid
Ua =1 0ms −1 anda smallsurfaceheat ﬂux Q∗ =2 Wm −2.
This ﬁxesthe atmosphericmomentum and energy ﬂuxesand
the equilibrium wave ﬁeld. For this wind speed, the atmo-
spheric drag coefﬁcient Cd =0 .0013 based on the model
of Liu et al. [1979], water friction velocity u∗ =0 .011m
s−1, the Stokes drift uSt(z = −1 m)=0 .1 ms −1, and the
turbulent Langmuir number Lat =
p
(u∗/uSt) ≈ 0.3. Ini-
tially, the mixed layer is neutrally stratiﬁed over the depth
h = −32 m<z<0. Below h, the water is stably stratiﬁed
with the temperature decreasingat a constant rate of 0.05 K
m−1.
The basic numerical algorithm is fully described in Sul-
livan et al. [1994, 1996]; McWilliamset al. [1997]; Sullivan
et al. [2004]. Numerical testing shows that the stochastic
breaker forcing requires special treatment in the LES code
in order to capture its full impact over the wide range of
breaker scales. We employ a novel strategy that integrates
the breaker forcing on a separate ﬁne spatial mesh and sub-
sequentlyaverages the breaker forcing to the LES grid. This
scheme conserves the total momentum from a breaker irre-
spective of its time and space scale and hence even small
scale breakers are “felt” in the LES grid. Random draws
are made from the PDF of breaker speeds at a rate so that
the momentum imparted to the water matches the input sup-
plied by the atmosphere. The initial location of a breaker at
the water surface is drawn from a uniform PDF (see discus-
sion in Sullivan et al. [2004]).
The computational domain (Lx,L y,L z)=(300, 300, -
110)m is discretized with (300,300,128) gridpoints, thus
the constant horizontal grid spacing (4x,4y)=1 .0 m.
Verticalmeshesare generatedusingconstantalgebraicstretch-
ingwiththeratio of anytwoverticalcells K = 4zk+1/4zk =
1.012 held constant. All simulations are run for approxi-
mately 10 (physical) hours which takes about 50,000 com-
putational steps. As is customary practice, statistics are gen-
erated by combining spatial x − y and temporal averaging.
The observed response of the OBL to vortex forces and
wave breaking suggests a close connection between the sur-
face wave conditions and vertical mixing in the OBL. We
ﬁnd that the mean currents, turbulencevariances(and TKE),
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Figure 3. Mean square variances for cases with no wave
effects (dash-dotline), Stokesdrift (red line), wave breaking
(blue line), and Stokes drift plus breaking (black line).
scalar and momentum ﬂuxes, and entrainment at the ther-
mocline all exhibit a sensitivity to the surface wave ﬁeld.
One of the most striking results is the greatest mixing arises
when wave breaking and Langmuir circulations (resulting
from Stokes drift) act together. In general simulations with
explicit waveinﬂuencesdiffer from their counterparts driven
by constant stress and no wave effects. Some of the statis-
tical evidence from the LES is displayed in Figures 3, 4,
and 5. Inspection of the turbulence variance proﬁles (see
Figure 3) highlights the competition and trade-offs between
breakingandStokesdrift comparedtotheﬂowwiththesame
average forcing but with no wave effects. In simulation B,
individual breakers impart a forward impulse and generate
a near surface vortex [Sullivan et al., 2004]. The cumula-
tive effect of all breakers is to enhance the (u,w)-variances
in the region −0.3 <z / h<0 compared to the case with
no wave effects (simulation U). In the simulation with con-
stant stress and Stokes drift streamwise oriented Langmuir
vortices form [McWilliams et al., 1997] that amplify the
(v,w)-variances at the expense of the u−variance. In sim-
ulation B+ST, the two wave effects both compete and or-
ganize; breakers tend to lessen the spanwise coherence of
the Langmuir vortices, but they also act together to notice-
ably amplify the vertical velocity. Near the water surface
the magnitude of the w−variance increases by a factor of
almost two for case B+ST compared to cases B and U+ST.
This increasein w−variance enhancesthe vertical mixing in
the OBL over a signiﬁcant depth.152 SULLIVAN, McWILLIAMS, AND MELVILLE
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Figure 4. Vertical proﬁles of vertical velocity skewness for
cases with no wave effects (dash-dot line), Stokes drift (red
line), wave breaking (blue line), and Stokesdrift plus break-
ing (black line).
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Figure 5. Vertical scalar ﬂux normalized by its surface
value. Simulations are cases with no wave effects (dash-dot
line), Stokes drift (red line), wave breaking (blue line), and
Stokes drift plus breaking (black line).
The vertical velocity skewness hw3i/hw2i3/2, shown in
Figure 4, further illustrates the synergistic behavior that can
occur when breaking and Langmuir cells act together. Mo-
eng and Rotunno [1990] ﬁnd that a bias in vertical veloc-
ity skewness is one of the statistical measures indicating the
presence of coherent structures in convective ﬂows. Thus,
the large negative skewness observed in the present ﬂow
with breakingandStokesdrift suggeststhat the twowave ef-
fects have potentially combined to form a coherent structure
roughly analogous to a thermal plume. In order to examine
this possibility, we performed extensive visualization of the
LES solutions and present typical snapshots of w in x − y
planes at selected vertical locations in Figure 6. These pic-
tures along with animations of other LES solution variables
do indeed reveal the existence and life cycles of vigorous
“downwelling jets”.
We ﬁnd that the origin of the downwelling jets can be
traced to sites where breaking ﬁrst occurs. At the water
surface, the forward and local impulse from an intermittent
breaker supplies an excess of horizontal momentum com-
paredto the average backgroundstate. Previousstudieshave
found that breaker debris can persist for multiple wave pe-
riods [Melville et al., 2002; Sullivan et al., 2004] despite
the limited lifespan of active breaking, a time scale of or-
der λ/c =2 πc/g. Thus remnants from the breaking pro-
cess are available to fully interact with the Stokes drift. Our
visualization shows leftover breaker momentum being ad-
vected forward and then squeezed laterally by the relentless
action of Langmuir vortices. Particle tracing in our previ-
ous LES [McWilliamset al., 1997]indicate how this conver-
genceprocessleadsto a denseconcentrationof particlesand
thesubsequentmergingof individualparticlelines. Thecon-
vergence of foam into forward lookingY-junctionsis clearly
visible in Figure 1. These same mechanisms are at work
here, but now act on the momentum supplied by breaking.
At a convergence point (or Y-junction) the excess horizon-
tal motions are deﬂected sharply downward and emerge be-
neath the water surface in the form of vigorousdownwelling
jets. In a neutrally stratiﬁed OBL these structures penetrate
to considerabledepthsandplayimportant roles in settingthe
structure and mixing of the OBL. We ﬁnd that the scale and
intensity of the downwelling jets varies as expectedwith the
breaker phase speed c.
The downwelling jets in Figure 6 play a critical role in
setting the scalar mixing efﬁciency of the OBL (see Figure
5). The entrainment of cooler water from below the thermo-
cline increases by almost a factor of six in the simulations
with both wave breaking and Stokesdrift. At the same time,
these coherent structures alter the shape of the thermocline
temperature proﬁle and potentially are powerful enough to
excite internal gravity waves.SURFACE WAVES AND OCEANIC MIXING 153
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Figure 6. Snapshots of vertical velocity in x − y planes from an LES with intermittent breaking waves plus Stokes drift.
Panels (left, middle, right) correspondto z = −(1.5,6.1,11)m. The color bar is in units of m s−1. Notice closeto the surface
(left panel) how the combination of Langmuir cells and breaking waves generate strong downwelling (blue shading) in the
form of a Y-junction. Deeper in the water (middleand right panels), the surface organization appearsin the form of a roughly
circular downwellingjet. The upwellingmotions(red shading)are inducedby a ring vortex that develops as the jet descends.
Discussion
Theseﬁrst simulationshintthattheimpactof wavebreak-
ing at high winds is not conﬁned to the oceanic surface
layer but can act in concert with Langmuir circulations to
greatly enhance OBL mixing and entrainment. (Langmuir
circulations themselves penetrate throughout the boundary
layer in these simulations even in the absence of breaking
[McWilliams et al., 1997].) A preliminary sweep across the
wind regime, 7.5m s−1 <U a <15m s−1 shows that these
downwelling jets are robust, play active roles in the mixed
layer, and enhanceentrainment at the thermocline. Thesere-
sults contrast with those of Noh et al. [2004] who found no
such structures when wave breaking is modeled by stochas-
tic uniform noise at the water surface.
While we expect the qualitative features of these simu-
lations to be robust, the details will depend on the speciﬁc
inputs to the model. Perhaps the most signiﬁcant of these
is the PDF of the breakers as a function of Ua (or u∗) and
c. In this work we have used the measurements of Λ(c) by
Melville and Matusov [2002] to infer the PDF for an equi-
librium wave ﬁeld at a wind speed of Ua =1 0ms −1. The
PDF, p[c], was bounded below by the 1 ms −1 cutoff in the
measurements, and above by Ua. However, in the obser-
vations, the low-speed limit was determined by the visible
limit of the whitecaps rather than the dynamical limit that
one might obtain for breaking waves with no visible air en-
trainment. If, following Phillips [1985] we take the lower
limit to be c ≈ u∗, then the PDF will change signiﬁcantly;
leading to a shift in the peak of the PDF to lower values of
c and a reduction of the PDF at larger c, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. This would lead to more frequent breaking at smaller
scales(smaller c) and lessfrequent breaking at larger scales.
The empirical U3
a dependenceleads to a shift of breaking to
larger scales as Ua increases. However, with the rapid de-
crease of Λ(c) as c increases, the measurements of Melville
and Matusov [2002] do not show a clear cutoff at large c,
which is expected to occur for c ≈ Ua. We believe that the
measurements are merging into the noise at large c.
In view of the limited measurements of breaking statis-
tics, we also plan to conduct model runs using p[c] based
on the theory of equilibrium wind waves ﬁrst proposed by
Phillips [1985]. In this theory, the equilibrium range is
loosely deﬁned as kp <k<k 1, where kp is the wavenum-
ber of the peak in the wave spectrum and k1 is a high-
wavenumber cut-off to the range, where kp and k1 both vary
with wind speed: ∼ g/U2
a and ∼ g/u2
∗, respectively. In
this range, the wave-dissipation spectrum varies as 1/k. In-
tegration of the wave-dissipation and momentum-ﬂux spec-
tra over all wavenumbers and matching the resulting expres-
sions to the bulk formula in (3) leads to a strongly wind-
speed dependent PDF. The strong variation of p[c] with Ua
is due to both the strong dependence of Λ(c) on c, and
the wind-speed variation of the cutoff wavenumbers, i.e.,154 SULLIVAN, McWILLIAMS, AND MELVILLE
(kp,k 1)=f(Ua), which signiﬁcantly focuses breaking to-
ward larger scales as Ua increases. However, discrepancies
betweentheobservedsurfacewavenumber spectraandthose
predicted by Phillips [1985] suggest that Phillip’s equilib-
rium range may not extend out to k1 as deﬁned above. Thus
we expect that the development of consistentbreaking mod-
els, with reﬁned estimates of p[c], will also lead to improved
insight into wave spectral models.
The above predictionsneedto be validated against obser-
vations in high-windconditions. A central quantitativeissue
is the breaker spectrum as a function of wind speed, which
is needed as empirical input in the modeling approach we
have taken here. For example, the wind speed Ua above
which the equilibrium momentum ﬂux τττ occurs primarily
on the resolved scale, hence is appropriately modeled as
stochastic impulses, needs to be determined. In this regime
downwellingjets can be prominent features in the LES solu-
tion. Nevertheless, we feel conﬁdent that this phenomenon
is likely to be important in a sufﬁciently high-wind regime.
Given its strong enhancementof the boundary-layerentrain-
ment rate, it might, e.g., playan important rolein coolingthe
surface temperature and limiting the air-sea enthalpy supply
under hurricanes. We look forward to exploring these issues
further.
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